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November 30, 2015

Mr. Dorran Lamer
Department of Environmental Quality - Land Quality Division
2100 West 5th Street
Sheridan, WY 82801

RE: TFN 5 5/166, Uranerz Energy Corporation, Nichols Ranch ISR Project, Permit to Mine No. 778
Jane Dough Amendment, Round 2 Technical Comments

Dear Mr. Lamer,

Uranerz Energy Corporation (Uranerz) received Round 2 Technical Comments from WDEQ/LQD by letter
dated July 6, 2015.

Uranerz met with WDEQ-LQD staff twice to discuss comments. The first meeting was held on September
3, 2015 and the second was held on November 5, 2015. Uranerz has responded to each of the comments
for this round. Please see the attached documents and related page changes along with an Index of Change
for insertion instruction.

Subsequent to the November 5, 2015 meeting, Uranerz Director JSR RegulatorY Affairs and the WDEQ-
LQD Administrator agreed additional soil samples would be collected for information pertaining to
Appendix JD-D7 Soils. This information and any pages changes will be submitted under separate cover.

Since the last submittal, WDEQ-LQD have approved Change No. 16 (TEN 6 3/170) into the existing permit.
To keep the amendment documents up to date this approved change has been incorporated herein.

If there are any questions regarding the Jane Dough Amendment submittal, please contact me at the Casper
office at 307-265-8900 or by emall at mthomas~energyfuels.com.

Sincerely,

Michael P. Thomas
Director ISR Regulatory Affairs
Uranerz Energy Corporation

MT/dk

Enclosures: Uranerz Response to WDEQ-LQD Comments
Revised pages & Index of Change

cc: David Brown, NRC
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Jane Dough Amendment, Permit No. 778
TFN 5 5/166
Round 2 Technical Review Responses

URANERZ RESPONSE TO WDEQ/LQD) COMMENTS

The following information contained in this document is the responses by Uranerz Energy
Corporation (URZ) to the Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality - Land Quality
Division (WDEQ/LQD) in regards to Round 2 Technical Review. URZ personnel met with
District III LQD Supervisor and reviewing staff, on September 3, 2015 and November 5, 2015 to
review, discuss and clarify the remaining comments prior to submitting responses to ensure
clearer communication to reduce review rounds.

All information provided by Uranerz in response to the WDEQ/LQD comments is enclosed with
this document, complete with WDEQ/LQD index sheets.

The responses follow the comment format found in the WDEQ/LQD Round 1 Technical Review
dated March 9, 2015. Missing comment numbers are a result of no comment being asked by the
WDEQ/LQD.

GENERAL OMISSIONS & COMMENTS - Dorran Larner

1. WDEQ/LQD Comment: Ensure that all permit language which is based upon WDEQ/LQD
Rules & Regulations are using the most current version of said rule or regulation. Round 2
Comment: Please verify that the permit language is following up-to-date WDEQ/LQD Rules
and Regulation.

Uranerz Response: Agreed and duly noted. The original Nichols Ranch permit was written
according to the Chapter 11 Rules and Regulations promulgated in 2005. Following five rounds
of comments by LQD staff (as hired per W.S. § 35-1 1-108) involving various meetings with the
Administrator regarding said comments, the permit to mine was approved in December 2010
according to Chapter 11 Section 2(d) which indicates the Administrator shall review the permit
application and determine its suitability for publication in accordance with W.S. § 35-1 1-506
(2003); and a permit shall be issued by the Director upon the recommendation of the
Administrator.

In order to maintain the context of the permit, subsequent non-significant revisions (NSRs) to the
permit text have been submitted to and approved by LQD prior to incorporation. The Jane
Dough Amendment is an incorporation of additional wellfields to the permit; however,
operations will be performed as committed to in the existing approved permit. With that in
mind, prior to submitting the Jane Dough Amendment the permit documents were reviewed
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against various regulatory changes (i.e. Chapter 8 (2012) and Chapter 11 (2013) to ensure
consistency.

3. WDEQ/LQD Comment: Per WQDE/LQD Chapter 11, Section 5(a)(i)(D), address the
capacity of water/wastewater treatment and correlation with the mining and restoration values.
Round 2 DEQ Comment: This comment may be best addressed with a face-to face meeting as
the reviewer is not certain "capacity" is addressed in this section.

Uranerz Response: During the September meeting with LQD, capacity and the water balance
were discussed and described. Uranerz again indicated that capacity and the water balance are
addressed in the Mine Plan Section 3.3.7 Water Balance Calculations. However, during
subsequent discussion with LQD staff, clarification was provided on the direction of the
comment. During that discussion, LQD staff suggested that Section 1.7 of the Reclamation Plan
may need an additional reference to the Water Balance calculations in the Mine Plan. Section
1.7 (pg. RP-1 1) of the Reclamation Plan already contains a reference; however, minor revisions
were made to the description to clarify the information provided. The revised page RP- 11 is
attached.

MINE PLAN COMMENTS

10. 3012 WDEQ/LQD Comment

a. Paragraph 1: Uranerz states that they will strip to a depth of six inches (6"). What if the topsoil
exceeds that depth? Revise this paragraph to reflect the requirements stated in Noncoal Rules &
Regulations, Chapter 3 regarding topsoil handling. Round 2 DEQ Comment: LQD recognizes
that Uranerz does not wish to change the commitment regarding topsoil stripping. Uranerz has
submitted an amendment which makes all aspects of the submittal reviewable. LQD recognizes
that a previous permit coordinator supplied and approved the current language and that Uranerz
may continue to operate under the current permit with the given language. With that said, LQD
is not inclined to approve permit language that could result in disregard for existing WDEQ/LQD
Rules and Regulations for the amendment.

Uranerz Response: Uranerz appreciates LQD's acknowledgement that LQD personnel
reviewed and approved the current and existing commitment to salvage 6-inches of topsoil.
Uranerz also understands that under the current optics this situation may give an illusory
perception that there could be a potential to disregard existing rules and regulations. Uranerz has
complied in all respects with regulatory and approved permit language, working in good faith
that the language is compliant with existing regulations based on approvals by LQD staff, the
District III Supervisor, the Administrator and the Director.

Per discussion with LQD staff on September 3, 2015, LQD requested that additional
documentation be provided showing success of the currently approved salvage depth in order to
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continue to utilize it as approved. With that understanding, Uranerz maintains that the existing
approved permit requirements are sufficient to meet the regulation. Chapter 3 Section 2(c)(i)
states "All topsoil or approved surface material shall be removed from all areas to be affected in
the permit area prior to these areas being affected unless otherwise authorized by the
Administrator". Based on this regulation and technical expertise, the prior LQD reviewer (as a
representative so hired by LQD according to W.S. § 35-11-108) made their decision to
recommend and subsequently accept a 6-inch topsoil salvage.

In 2006, the LQD reviewer, working with Uranerz personnel, recognized that the most
disturbance associated with ISR would occur at the two plant areas. Therefore, LQD directed
Uranerz that a representative number of samples be collected from the two plant sites (Permit

No. 778 Nichols Ranch, Appendix D7 Section D7.3.3). The analysis of those samples, as
discussed in the approved Appendix D7, Section D7.3.4 describes that total depths for all the

samples ranged from 5 7-60 inches and based on the physical and analytical results, no factors

limited the suitability of topsoil as a plant growth medium. It is this reason that the LQD
reviewer recommended a simplified salvage practice that would provide adequate salvage of

resources and protects that resource.

Similarly, the Jane Dough soils discussed in Appendix JD-D7, Section JD-D7. 1.1 Introduction,

third paragraph, describes that the baseline soil analysis was collected following the plan
approved by WDEQ/LQD in August 2006. Additionally, the reviewer is referred back to the

Nichols Ranch Appendix D7 for soil series descriptions as well as laboratory analysis. Uranerz is
respectfully repeating the prior LQD reviewer's comment (Round I Technical. Review February

2008).

68. WDEQ/LQD Comment (Section 3.12, Construction Considerations and Topsoil

Handling, Page MP-3])

My review of the baseline information suggests that the soil handling plans for the

operation could be presented much more simply. It seems that an overall commitment to

salvage to six inches of "topsoil" and an appropriate depth of "subsoil ", depending on

the actual construction practice involved, would provide for adequate salvage of

resources. A commitment of this nature would protect the topsoil resource and would not

require reference to the baseline materials to evaluate what is the better material. Six

inches of topsoil may result in the salvage of a minor amount of subsoil along with the
topsoil, but it is an easy and verifiable commitment. I also believe it mimics the surface

owner's request, more or less, that the better materials be separately handled. (JS)

URZ response to Comment #68.

In Section 3.12 Construction Considerations and Topsoil Handling, URZ modified the text and
has committed to salvage to six inches of "topsoil" and an appropriate depth of "subsoil'",
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depending on the actual construction practice involved. This provides for an adequate salvage of
resources.

As previously stated and discussed with the LQD, the commitment to strip six inches presently
approved in the permit is not a new request nor a revision. It is a commitment, that by approval
of the Administrator (and ultimately the Director according to W.S. § 35-11-11 0(a)(ii)), has been
agreed upon with the original issuance of Permit to Mine No. 778 in 2010.

Uranerz also maintains that continuation of the approved salvage practice has been successful
based on annual drilling and on-permit inspections by LQD. During exploration drilling within
the DN areas, utilizing a 6-inch topsoil salvage and replacement, Uranerz has successfully shown
that areas have been re-vegetated to the extent that LQD has been able to sign off and remove
over 2,700 drill holes from surety. Additionally, LQD inspectors have noted, where Uranerz has
done a good job with their environmental stewardship. To demonstrate and verify these
statements Uranerz has attached to these responses a chronology of DN inspections and Annual
Report Inspections performed by LQD with a summary of findings and a copy of the inspection
to refer too. Uranerz met with the LQD on November 5, 2015 and provided them with the
attached DN and Annual Inspection information.

LQD staff provided this data to the WDEQ/LQD Administrator who subsequently called on
November 10, 2015, and discussed the continued 6-inch usage with Uranerz Director ISR
Regulatory Affairs. Per the discussion the WDEQ/LQD Administrator agreed to continued use of
the 6-inch topsoil salvage practice, requesting additional information be added to the mine plan
to discuss the history of the practice and the success. Uranerz has changed these pages in
Section 3.12 and has included a commitment that should an area not exhibit the anticipated
reclamation performance corrective measures would be taken. The WDEQ/LQD Administrator
also requested additional soil sampling for the Jane Dough Unit. Uranerz is in the process of
collecting that data as requested for the JD-D7 appendix and will submit the data as soon as it is
available.

b. WDEQ/LQD Comment, Last Paragraph: There appears to be conflicting statements
regarding topsoil stripping with regards to trenching within this paragraph. Clarify and justify
situations in which Uranerz does not intend to strip topsoil during trenching operations. Round 2
DEQ Comment: Please address

Uranerz Response: Uranerz appreciates LQD's clarification of the their comment. Section
3.12, page MP-3 la has been revised to describe that topsoil will not be salvaged during trenching
operations. The revised page is attached.

c. WDEQ/LQD Comment, Per WDEQ/LQD Chapter 11, Section 4(a)(iii), expand discussion to
include water erosion from sources such as run-off and storm events. Round 2 DEQ Comment:
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Since mining takes place prior to reclamation these issues need to be appropriately addressed in
the Mine Plan.

Uranerz Response: Based on the discussion with LQD staff in September, it would be
beneficial to move the discussion of erosion controls to the mine plan as construction is the first
phase of mining. Uranerz was concerned about the duplication of information and the increased
potential of contradictory requirements. It was therefore agreed that topsoil handling and erosion
controls would be removed from the Reclamation Plan and replaced with a reference to the Mine
Plan. Utilizing a reference in the Reclamation Plan would still point Uranerz employees to the
needed information without duplication. Section 3.12.1 Erosion Control Practices has been
added to the Mine Plan. In the Reclamation Plan, Section 3.3 has been revised to include a
reference to the Mine Plan for Topsoil Handling and Erosion Control Practices. The content in
Section 3.5 of the Reclamation Plan has been removed. These changed pages are included with
this submittal.

d. WIDEQ/LQD Comment, Per WDEQ/LQD Chapter 11, Section 4(a)(iv), include discussion
addressing impoundments. Round 2 DEQ Comment: If no impoundments are planned please
make a statement to that effect in the permit so this section is addressed.

Uranerz Response: Uranerz initially responded that there were no impoundments planned,
being proposed or being requested and indicated a discussion of such was not needed at this
time. During the discussion with LQD staff on September 3, 2015, it was agreed that per
Chapter 11, Section 4 if an impoundment was being proposed it should be included; however, in
this instance it is not, therefore no additional response is necessary.

e. WDEQ/LQD Comment, Per WDEQ/LQD Chapter 11, Section 4(a)(ix), include a description
of the location of the underground injection site. Round 2 DEQ Comment: WDEQ/LQD R&R
Chapter 11, Section 4 addresses requirements within the Mine Plan. It is with that in mind that
the request was made to describe the location of the underground injection site. Said description
could not be found in Mine Plan Section 1.0, 1.1 or 3.14.7.8.4.

Uranerz Response: Discussion with LQD staff provided clarification of the comment relating it
to the locations and existence of the Deep Disposal Wells used for deep injection disposal versus
Class III underground injection sites. The DDWs were only a proposed feature in the original
permit and since receiving the WDEQ/WQD permit for installation/operation, two deep wells
have been installed and are operational. To that end, the Mine Plan, Section 3.3.7 (page MP-17)
has been updated and Figure 3-8A has been added to illustrate these features.

11. 3.13.2.2.1 & 3.20.2.2.1 WD)EQ/LQD Comment:

a. A designated area for disposal is referred to, is this area depicted on a map?

i. Update text to call out map.
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ii. Update map, if necessary, to depict disposal area. Round 2 DEQ Comment: In the
event that Uranerz is not the entity that is conducting reclamation on the site it is imperative that
WDEQ/LQD is able to determine where non-contaminated waste is stored, without that
knowledge all refuse may require treatment as contaminated waste. Please address the
comments from Round 1.

Uranerz Response: Based on discussions with LQD on September 3, 2015, the LQD comment
was directed at an onsite landfill. There will be no onsite landfill disposal available. Non-
contaminated waste is stored in dumpsters located within the fence at the CPP and may be
located in a wellfield under development. Uranerz has added a commitment to each section
indicating that any disposal on site will be permitted with WDEQ/LQD prior to disposal. Pages
MP-35 and MP-88 have been revised and are enclosed.

b. Verify that the estimated solid waste volumes reflect what has been seen since operations have
started. Round 2 DEQ Comment: All that was being asked was that Uranerz compare the
estimates with the actual waste to date and adjust the estimates is a discrepancy exists.

Uranerz Response: Uranerz initial response included a statement that the waste estimates
provided remain valid. Per discussion with LQD staff on September 3, 2015, it was explained
that Uranerz has only been operational a little over a year and therefore the estimates remain
valid. LQD staff indicated that the response was adequate and no additional information
necessary at this time.

13.3.15.1 & Addendum MP-C WIDEQ/LQD Comment:

b. Wyoming Game & Fish's letter appears to only address the amended area. If there was a letter
addressing this subject for the original permit boundary it should be included so it is clear that
the entire permit has been evaluated by the wildlife officials. Round 2 DEQ Comment: Upon
approval, this Mine Plan will replace the existing Mine Plan, after which it appears the original
letters and or any references to them will be lost. Please make appropriate changes to ensure
current documentation and references to them is not lost.

Uranerz Response: Agreed! The intent is to include and incorporate this item with the existing
letters pertaining to the original permit to show that the areas have been evaluated by Wyoming
Game and Fish. None of the original letters should be removed out of the permit. Uranerz is
willing to help insert pages to ensure continuity of documentation.

RECLAMATION PLAN COMMENTS

1. WDEQ/LQD Comment: 1.7

a. In all descriptions of the production areas for the various mine units the term "down" is used
to describe direction. Since active mining is underground update this text to reflect the direction
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horizontally, i.e. south, southerly, etc. Round 2 DEQ Comment: Uranerz has submitted an

amendment and as such the entire submittal is reviewable. Please respond to Round 1 comment.

Uranerz Response: After additional clarification between Uranerz and LQD staff the term

"down" has been removed. The revised pages RP-l0 and RP-l11 are enclosed.

b. Begin the Nichols and Jane Dough descriptions similar to the method used to describe the

Hank Unit to include Section, Township & Range. Update the Hank Unit description to show

location in this order also. Round 2 DEQ Comment: Uranerz has submitted an amendment and

as such the entire submittal is reviewable. Please respond to Round 1 comment.

Uranerz Response: The descriptions of the Production Areas in Section 1.7, pages RP-l0 and
RP-l11 of the Reclamation Plan have been updated (please see enclosed). Each Unit's Production

Area description now includes Section, Township, and Range.

3. WDEQ/LQD Comment: 3.3, Topsoil Handling: Per WDEQ/LQD Chapter 11, Section

5(a)(xi) discuss depth of topsoil replacement. Round 2 DEQ Comment: This section discusses

topsoil salvage (a Mine Plan issue) and topsoil stockpiling (a Mine Plan issue). The Soils

Specialist requested this material be placed in the Mine Plan where it belongs. This section is

intended to address topsoil handling and placement during reclamation, there is no such

discussion in this section. The referenced Rule states what is to be discussed in the Reclamation

Plan regarding topsoil. Please address Round 1 comment regarding the deficiency as well as Mr.

Schellinger's comments pertaining to this section of the Reclamation Plan.

Uranerz Response: Section 3.3 has been revised as described in the Mine Plan comments item

#10.c. above. The revision provides for a reference back to the Mine Plan.

4. WDEQ/LQD Comment: 3.4, Final Contouring: Per WDEQ/LQD Chapter 11, Section

5(a)(v) include a final contour map, ensure the scale is the same as MIP map for direct

comparison purposes. Round 2 DEQ Comment: Per the above referenced rule, a final contour

map is required. Please address the deficiency.

Uranerz Response: Based on the September 3, 2015 meeting with LQD it was discussed and

explained that the reason for there not being a final contour map was described in Section 3.4.

LQD indicated that the existing description is allowable and no further information is necessary.

5. WDEQ/LQD Comment: 3.5, Erosion Control

a. Much of the discussion in this section centers on the construction and operation phases of

mining. Erosion control during construction and operation need to be included in the Mine Plan.

Only address erosion control during reclamation in the Reclamation Plan. Round 2 DEQ
Comment: Adding a reference to the Mine Plan is not sufficient. The section referenced to

should only address the erosion control practices during the reclamation phase of the operation.
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Uranerz Response: Section 3.5 Erosion Control has been removed and the content has been
placed into the Mine Plan section 3.12.1. Please see response to item #10.c. in the Mine Plan
comments above.

GENERAL COMMENT - Dave Schellinger

1. WD)EQ/LQD Comment: If any of the following regulatory requirements are not provided in

the original permit language for the Nichols Ranch Permit as requested below for the Jane
Dough Amendment, an NSR must be submitted to correct deficiencies in the original permit to

bring it into compliance with the approved statutes and regulations governing non-coal and in-

situ mining operations.

LUranerz Response: The original permit was prepared, reviewed and approved following the
regulations as promulgated in 2005. Uranerz permit was approved, after 5 rounds of review

from WDEQ/LQD to determine and correct deficiencies. In rounds 1 and 2, Appendix D7
baseline soil comments and topsoil salvage comments were provided. Uranerz responded to the

LQD comments and all were deemed acceptable. The final permit was approved by the
WIDEQ/LQD Administrator in 2010 deeming the permit to be in compliance. Since 2010, the
permit has remained in compliance with WDEQ/LQD rules, regulations and statutes.

Appendix D7 - Soils

1. WD)EQ/LQD Comment: Appendix D7 must provide a depth of topsoil expected from

proposed affected lands as required under the Rules, Chapter 11 Section 1 (a)(iv). The text of
Appendix D7 should provide and estimated average topsoil salvage depth expected on all
affected areas. The Map JD-D7-l should also show the affected area locations including well

fields, header houses, roads and pipeline corridors.

Uranerz Response: Appendix ID-D7, Section JD-D7. 1.1 describes what has been included for
the soil survey. It also describes that the soils information present was collected following the

Nichols Ranch ISR Project Soils Baseline Study Plan, approved by WDEQ/LQD in August

2006. A copy of the approved plan is attached. Furthermore, Section JD-D7.2.3 indicates the

soil surveys were completed in September 2010 and sampling (Section JD-D7.2.4) was
performed with WDEQ/LQD agreements, which is why the reader is referred back to the original
Nichols Ranch soils Appendix D7.

Appendix JD-D7, Section JD-D7.3.2 indicates that salvage depths for the area were evaluated
and they will vary. This appendix was prepared with the understanding that WDEQ/LQD
approved, and in fact was desirous of Uranerz continuing to implement the topsoil salvage
methods currently employed as approved in Permit No. 778. Based on the call between the
WDEQ/LQD Administrator and Uranerz Director ISR Regulatory Affairs it was agreed that
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additional soil sampling would be obtained. The soil sampling is in the process of being
completed at this time and information will be forthcoming in a separate submittal.

In regards to the Map JD-D7-1, As explained to LQD staff in the meeting held November 5,
2015 that unlike coal mining, when ISR submits a permit to mine, general information like the
wellfleld configuration is provided as proposed; however, details such as header houses, roads
and pipeline corridors are not yet planned. As such, only the wellfields are generally displayed
as described in the legend of Exhibit JD-D7-1.

2. WDEQ/LQD Comment: Table JID-D7-l or another table must show the average
topsoil/subsoil salvage depth(s) for each soil series encountered on the proposed permit acreage.

Uranerz Response: As described above Uranerz is collecting additional soil samples as agreed
upon with the WDEQ/LQD Administrator and any information pertaining to this will be
forthcoming.

Mine Plan

3. WD)EQ/LQD Comment: Section 3.11. If improvements to existing roads take place that
require additional topsoil acreage to be disturbed, topsoil salvage, stockpiling, signing and
protection will be required. Such language must be added to the Mine Plan. Likewise, if new
roads are constructed, the same or similar permit commitments must apply. The LQD will not
require salvage of topsoil from temporary use roads, but will require a commitment to access
these areas under dry or frozen conditions to prevent undue compaction of the topsoil or
destruction of vegetation.

Uranerz Response: A review of the Mine Plan, Section 3.11 pg. MP-30, paragraph 1, last
sentence, indicates that additions or upgrades to existing roads will comply with applicable LQD
rules and regulations. This is not a revision and it exists in the current approved permit
language and should suffice to meet the request.

Uranerz agrees that accessing temporary use roads during dry and frozen conditions is optimal,
and a best practice not only for the environment, but more importantly for the safety of
employees. However, there is no known Non-Coal Rule or statute requiring a specific
commitment to access temporary roads under dry or frozen conditions. Per discussion with LQD
staff in November, 2015, while there is no specific requirement, Chapter 3 Section 2c requires no
negative impact to the soil resource.

A review of Guideline 4 (guidance, not regulation) provides a discussion of access during day-
to-day operations acknowledging that access to the wellfield is necessary as part of the daily
requirements needed to operate as well as meet various regulatory commitments. With that in
mind, there may be times when temporary roads must be accessed during wet weather
conditions. Guideline 4 also recommends that, "During adverse weather, particularly wet ground
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conditions, activities in vegetated areas of welifields should be limited when rutting and impact
of the soil structure will occur". Uranerz has land surface use agreements, a copy of which is in
Volume I of the current approved permit, indicating that "Uranerz agrees to curtail all activities
during times when rutting and damage will occur to the land or livestock, including but not
limited to, 'muddy' ground conditions such as snow melt and heavy or extended rainfall until the
ground has dried sufficiently to prevent ruts and other damage". Furthermore, Uranerz currently
employs suspending or reducing activities during adverse weather conditions that would
negatively impact safety and the environment, and trains employees (upon new hire and annual
refresher) to adhere to these practices to prevent potential impacts. Uranerz has added language
to section 3.11 to align with conmmitments made in Volume I of the permit to mine. The revised
page MP-30 is enclosed.

4. WDEQILQD Comment: Section 3.12, first paragraph. The anticipated topsoil and subsoil
* salvage depths stated in this section must be consistent with the average salvage depth expected
as a result of the baseline soil study.

U~ranerz Response: Please see response to comment #10 from Dorran Lamer.

5. WDEQ/LQD Comment: Section 3.12, second and fourth paragraphs. The landowner
agreement cannot dictate topsoil salvage operations on disturbances expected to occur within the
LQD permit. The LQD Rules are specific and must be applied to all disturbances within the
permit acreage with thle exception of temporary access for drilling purposes as previously
discussed. Please remove reference to landowner's road construction practices or landowner
agreements dictating soil salvage practices, including the letter in the Mine Plan, unless those
practices are consistent with practices in LQD rules.

Uranerz Response: Please note, no reference to landowner agreements was found in the fourth
paragraph, only the second. Uranerz initially responded that the landowner requested
specifications regarding topsoil salvage during road construction. Like WDEQ/LQD, it is very
important to the landowner that topsoil be salvaged and placed accordingly to maintain soil
quality for future uses when the land is released back for ranch use. During the September 3,
2015 meeting with WDEQ/LQD, it was advised that documentation was imperative for
continuity (and Uranerz agrees), so as Uranerz stated previously, Uranerz was specifically
requested by WDEQ-LQD, during LQD's 2 nd round technical review of the original permit, to

include the topsoil handling practices requested by the surface owner. The landowner's own
letter to WDEQ/LQD requested that if their proposed method was not found acceptable by
WDEQ/LQD then they wanted to understand why. No letter back to the landowner refuting the
method was provided and the letter was requested to be put into the permit as a record to
document what was being accepted and why. During the September meeting LQD staff
indicated that their objection is that the landowner's agreement is being followed vs. the LQD
regulations, not that the landowner's requirements are necessarily wrong. In looking at the
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landowner's letter of specifications they desire topsoil be salvaged, subsoil be below topsoil,
ripping roads during reclamation, reseeding etc. similarly to WDEQ/LQD. Uranerz has revised
Section 3.12 page MP-30 to clarify that regulatory requirements would be met regarding topsoil
salvage. The revised page is enclosed.

6. WDEQILQD Comment: Section 3.12, fourth paragraph. Subsoil and overburden are not
synonymous. If only 12 inches of surface material was salvaged for topsoil and subsoil, any
additional materials removed from the mud pit location or from ditches for placement of
pipelines will be considered overburden. Topsoil and subsoil salvage must occur on the
location of all mud pits and pipelines, and where overburden stockpiles from the mud pit
or pipelines will be placed as required under the Rules, Chapter 3, Section 2(c)(iv)(C). The
permit must commit to this requirement. Round 2 Comment: The LQD has now determined,
based on the fact that overburden analysis is not required for baseline sampling on in-situ
operations, subsoil is the correct designation for materials located beneath salvageable
topsoil and subsoil horizons. However, unless adequate soil sampling in each wellfield
provides evidence of the suitability of subsoil in the locations, topsoil must be salvaged from

under subsoil stockpiles to prevent potential contaminations of topsoil resources during
mud pit and pipeline installation construction. Please respond to the Round 1 Comment.

Uranerz Response: As explained to WDEQ/LQD staff during the September meeting, Uranerz
has been going above arnd beyond the current permit by employing the practice of removing the
topsoil prior to any placement of subsoil, during construction activities. Section 3.12 page MP-
30 has been revised to clarify subsoil will be located on subsoil during mud pit construction.

Reclamation Plan

8. WDEQJLQD Comment: Section 3.3. Topsoil handling that includes salvage, stockpiling,
signing and protection belongs in the Mine Plan, not the Reclamation Plan. The language shown
in the first, second and third paragraphs related to topsoil salvage, stockpiling and protection
should be moved to the Mine Plan and stricken from the Reclamation Plan. Only discussions of
topsoil replacement and seedbed preparation should be presented in the Reclamation Plan.

Ujranerz Response: Section 3.3 has been revised as described in the Mine Plan comments item
#10.c. above. The revision provides for a reference back to the Mine Plan.

9. WDEQ/LQD Comment: As required under statute and rule, all permit reclamation plans
require contour maps showing final contours, even if those contours are pre-disturbance contours
or not [WS § 35-1 1-406(b)(viii) and the Rule, Chapter 11 Section 4(a)(v)]. Please provide an
appropriate contour map.

U~ranerz Response: Please see response to Dorran Lamer's comment #4 above.
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10. WDEQ/LQD Comment: Section 3.5. Several discussions related to Mine Plan issues of

disturbances of ephemeral drainages have been added to the Reclamation Plan. They should be
added to the Mine Plan and removed from thle Reclamation Plan. This also includes any

discussions related to pre-reclamation disturbances and erosion/runoff control that will occur
during active mining operations.

U~ranerz Response: Section 3.5 Erosion Control has been removed and placed into the Mine

Plan. Please see response to item #l0.c. in the Mine Plan comments above.
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INDEX SHEET FOR MINE PERMIT AMENDMENTS OR REVISIONS

MINE COMPANY NAME: Uranerz Energy Corporation
MINE NAME: Nichols Ranch ISR Project

Page 1 of 4
Date 11/30/2015
TFN 55/166
PERMIT NO.: 778

Statement: I, Michael P. Thomas an authorized representative of Uranerz Energy Corporation declare that only the items listed on this and all consecutively numbered Index Sheets areintended as revisions to the current permit document. In the event that other changes inadvertently occurred due to this revision, those unintentional alterations will not be considered approved. Please
initial and date." 4 7/r" 1/- ., C -/'--

NOTES:
1) Include all revision or change elements and a brief description of or reason for each revision element.
2) List all revision or change elements in sequence by volume number; number index sheets sequentially as needed.

Volume
Number

Page, Map or other
Permit Entry to be
REMOVED

Page, Map or other
Permit Entry lo be
ADDED

Description of Change

Volume VII Mine Plan Table of contents, pgs MP-ii and MP- Mine Plan Table of contents, pgs MP-ii reieToanldbnwMnlPaeetin31.iii and MP-iii Tbeof ContentsreietoiluenwM ePaneton31.

Volume VII MNine Plan Table of contents, pgs MP-viii [Mine Plan Table of contents, pgs MP-viii [List of Figures revised to include Figure 3-8A
RecamaionRelamtio Pan abl ofcotensgs tablhe ofCntePlnt reisde a Section 3.51is. n

Volume VII RcatinPlan Table of contents, pgs RP-i Reclmaio PaTblofcnetps Toathe Mi CntePlnt udresd Section 3.512.1 n longer Erosion Controls which was moved

Volume VII [Mine Plan, Section 3.3.7, pg. MP-17 [Mine Plan, Section 3.3.7, pg. MP-17 HPage revised to include a discussion of the existing deep disposal well locations.

Volume VII Mine Plan, Section 3, Figure 3-8A New figured added to illustrate location

Voum VIMine Plan, Section 3.1llm pgs. MP-30, Page MP-30 has been revised to include discussion of travel practices in inclement
VoueVI Mine Plan, Section 3.11 pgs. MP-30, MP-30a MP-30a weather. Page MP-30a revised for pagination only.

Volume VII MiePaScin31,1s P3 hog MnPlSeto3.2pg.P-1 Section 3.12 has been revised to include a discussion on topsoil practices in response to
MnPlnSeto3.2pg.MP-31 t hrough Mine Plan , Section 3.12, g. M1 LQD comments. Additionally, Section 3.12.1 has been added -the content had

IVIP31athrogh vII- 31, Sctio 3.2.1previously been in the Reclamation Plan Section 3.5.
VolmeVI [Mine Plan, Section 3.13.2.2.1, pg MP-35 [Mine Plan, Section 3.13.2.2.1, pg MP-35 [Page MP-35 revised to include a discussion regarding the lack of onsite disposal.

Volume VII Mine Plan, Section 3.14.1.1, pgs MP-39 through Mine Plan, Section 3.14.1.1I, pgs MP-39 Pages replaced per LQD instruction. These pages were updated in the existing permit
MP-40a, Figure 3-8 through MP-40a, Figure 3-8 under Change No. 16 and are being changed to for content consistency.

Volume VII [Mine Plan, Section 3.20.2.2.1, pg MP-88 [Mine Plan, Section 3.20.2.2.1, pg MP-88 IPage MP-88 revised to include a discussion regarding the lack of onsite disposal.

Volume VII Reclamation Plan, Section 1.7, pgs RP-10, RP- Reclamation Plan, Section 1.7, pgs RP-10, Pages revised to include additional descriptions of unit locations and water balance
11 RP-1 1 calculations.

Volume VII [Reclamation Plan, Section 3.3, pg RP-16 [Reclamation Plan, Section 3.3, pg RP-16 [Section revised and replaced

Volume VII Reclamation Plan, Section 3.5, pgs RP-17, RP- Reclamation Plan, Section 3.5, pgs RP-17, Section revised and content moved to Mine Plan Section 3.12. Page revision maintains a
18 •RP-18 blank section for future use.
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For the restoration operation, reverse osmosis or other purification technologies will be used to

treat the recovery solution from the spent production areas. The groundwater restoration plan is

discussed in detail in the Reclamation Plan. The average annual net water consumption from the

ore zone aquifer during restoration activities is anticipated to be approximately 50 gpm

(80.6 acre-feet per year).

Surge capacity is an important factor in maintaining balance within the main processing plant

and the satellite plant. The Nichols Ranch Unit main processing facility has four (4) large tanks

with a capacity of over 17,000 gallons each. At a fill rate of forty-two (42) gallons per minute

(gpm), the surge capacity has approximately twenty-four (24) hours. The Hank Ranch satellite

facility has six (6) large tanks with a capacity of over 17,000 gallons each. At a fill rate of

seventy-seven (77) gallons per minute (gpm), the surge capacity has approximately twenty-two

(22) hours.

URZ has three possible solutions to manage surge capacity. One option would be to rent large

capacity bladder tanks with secondary confinement. A second option would be to haul the

solution over to the other site (Nichols to Hank or Hank to Nichols), and a third option would be

to reduce production to minimize the waste tank fill rate, thus minimizing the volume of

solution needed to be sent down the deep disposal well.

Uranerz plans to use a combination of up to two (2) Type I - Non Hazardous deep disposal

wells. As required, the deep disposal wells will be completed in approved formations. A typical

deep disposal well (DDW) is depicted in Figure 3-8 (see map pocket). The DDWs have been

permitted through the Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality - Water Quality Division.

Nichols Ranch Unit and Hank Unit have each been permitted for four DDWs. The DDW

permit is a 10 year permit and restricted based on permit requirements for operational

injection flow rate and pressures. Figure 3-8A shows the location of the existing Nichols

Ranch Unit DDWs. A bleed rate is still maintained to draw in outside water to the production

area. The only affect this would have on the groundwater outside of the production

zone would be the same as during operations in that it could have potential drawdown effects of

the aquifer outside of the production zone.
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Primary access roads will be used for routine access to the main processing facility at the Nichols

Ranch Unit; the satellite facility at the Hank Unit and the transfer road between the Nichols

Ranch main processing facility and the Hank Unit satellite facility. The major portions of the

roads are existing roads, and in some cases have recently been improved because of coal bed

methane activity in the same areas. Uranerz will need to add less than 1,000 feet from the

•T-Chair Livestock Ranch road into the Nichols Ranch central processing plant and less than

750 feet of primary access road from the T-Chair Livestock Ranch road into the Hankc Unit

facility. The proposed road additions are shown on maps listed above. These additions or any

upgrades to existing roads will comply with the documented landowner's desires and with

applicable portions of Land Quality Rules and Regulations.

Road construction will consist of removing the top layer of good topsoil and temporarily

windrowing to each side. Then the barrow ditch is cut with subsoil from the ditch going onto the

roadbed to elevate it. The topsoil is then placed in the drainage ditch on each side of the road

and reseeded. For road reclamation the good topsoil in the ditch will be windrowed to the

outside of the backslope, then the gravel from the roadbed will be removed, the roadbed will be

ripped, the subsoil will be placed back in the ditch, the road surface and ditch area will be ripped

again, and the good topsoil will be placed on top of the subsoil, and reseeded. A letter from the

landowner with road specifications is shown in Addendum MP-A.

The secondary access roads will be used at the Nichols Ranch, Jane Dough and Hank Units to

provide access to the wellfields and header houses. The secondary access roads will be

constructed with limited cut and fill construction and may be surfaced with small sized aggregate

or other appropriate material. The temporary wellfield access roads are for access to drilling

sites, wellfield development, or ancillary areas assisting in wellfield development. Uranerz will

use when possible existing two track trails or designate two track trails where the land surface is

not typically modified to accommodate the road. U~ranerz will utilize best management

practices (BMP) during activities (e.g. suspend or limit), when weather or ground

conditions warrant it, to minimize rutting and topsoil impacts. The well field access roads

will be used access the wellfield production areas. The roads will be used to access recovery,

injection and monitor wells within the wellfield pattern area. The roads will be used for limited
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*travel and consist of designated two track trails where the land surface is not modified to

accommodate the road. The welifield roads will be designed and constructed in such a manner so

as to minimize the amount of land disturbances and keep reclamation costs as low as practicable.

Additionally, the road design is intended to provide access year around to the wellfields in both

dry and wet seasons. Uranerz will utilize a combination of water bars, ditch cutouts and riprap to

prevent excessive erosion on those portions of the road with a steep grade.

If drainage control structures are required, as road construction progresses, culverts will be

installed at prominent drainage ways. Culverts will be installed in accordance with WDEQ-LQD

Chapter 3 Non-Coal Regulations and will suffice WDEQ-WQD WYPDES requirements. New

culverts will be illustrated as required in site WYPDES maps and Annual Report site maps as

necessary.

As previously discussed, the details of the locations of the monitor wells will be developed in the

welifield data packages. Because of the gradient and slope of North Middle Butte, the spacing

and location of the monitor wells for the Hank Unit will be adjusted considering topography and

geohydrology. If monitor wells need to be located on the slopes of North Middle Butte there are

some options for accessing the wells. One option would be to build an all-weather access road.

A second option would be to have an ATV with a mounted portable generator to sample any

monitor wells that are located on steep terrain. No matter the locations of the wells, Uranerz

commits to timely performing required sampling of all monitor wells.

Revised November 2015 MP-3 Oa
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3.12 CONSTRUCTION CONSIDERATIONS AiND TOPSOIL HANDLING

Topsoil will be salvaged from any building sites, processing facilities, header houses, permanent

storage areas, short term storage areas, construction camps, construction staging areas, drilling

staging areas, main access roads, secondary access roads, and chemical storage areas prior to

construction following Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality-Land Quality Division

(WDEQ-LQD) Guideline No. 4. To accomplish this, typical earth moving equipment such as

rubber tired scrapers and frontend loaders will be utilized. Topsoil salvage is based on the

information provided in Appendix D-7 and in accordance with the WDEQ-LQD February

2008 Technical Review and recommended LQD BMPs of Nichols Ranch ISR Project.

Uranerz Energy Corporation commits to salvage at least six inches of topsoil and an appropriate

depth of subsoil, depending on actual construction practices involved. This topsoil salvage

practice has shown to provide for an adequate salvage of resources and subsequently

successful seeding for vegetative growth. Should Uranerz encounter reclaimed areas

exhibiting poorer than anticipated vegetative re-growth, as demonstrated by drilling

notification (DIN) and annual site inspection, mitigative measures will be taken to address

the areas of concern.

Welifield access roads topsoil removal will be in accordance with WVDEQ-LQD requirements

utilizing guidance provided as general practices in Guideline No. 4. The landowner

specifications, pertaining to road construction are outlined in the letter attached in Addendum

MP-A and align with WDEQ-LQD requirements to ensure proper salvage and

replacement. Altogether, an estimated 401 acres of topsoil will be salvaged, stockpiled, and

reapplied during the life of the Nichols Ranch ISR Project.

Topsoil that is salvaged during construction activities will be stored in designated topsoil

stockpiles. These stockpiles will be located so as to minimize topsoil losses from wind erosion.

Topsoil stockpiles will also not be located in any drainage channels or other locations that could

lead to a loss of material. Berms will be constructed around the base of the stockpiles along with

the seeding of the stockpiles with a mixture of Western Wheatgrass, Slender Wheatgrass, and

Thickspike Wheatgrass at a seeding rate of 14 pounds pure live seed per acre per wheatgrass

species to reduce the risk of sediment runoff. Additionally, all topsoil stockpiles will be

identified with highly visible signs labeled "Topsoil" in accordance with WDEQ-LQD

requirements.

MP-31
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During excavations of mud pits associated with well construction, exploration drilling, and

delineation drilling activities, topsoil is separated from the subsoil with a backhoe. The topsoil is

first removed and then placed at a separate location. The subsoil is then removed and deposited

next to the mud pit such that subsoil is on subsoil. When the use of the mud pit is complete

(usually within 30 days of initial excavation), the subsoil is then redeposited in the mud pit

followed by the replacing of the topsoil. Pipeline ditch construction utilizing a backhoe will

follow a similar path with the topsoil stored separately from the subsoil with the topsoil

deposited on the subsoil after the pipeline ditch has been back~filled. Trenching equipment may

be used for trenching a nominally 6-inch, and no more than 12-inch, wide trench line. During

trenching activities, topsoil will not be salvaged unless specifically required or requested in the

surface owner agreement. Following installation, the trench is backfilled with the excavated

material. These methods of topsoil salvaging have proven to be adequate as demonstrated by the

successful revegetation and reclamation at prior and existing ISR operations.

The Nichols Ranch ISR Project will not result in any subsidence to the project area or

surrounding areas. The proposed in situ recovery process does not remove any physical

structures underground that would cause a void to occur and subside. The in situ process

removes only the uranium mineral that is present on the surface of the host sandstone

formation. The physical structure of the host sandstone is unaffected. Because the host

sandstone formation is not affected subsidence will not result from the in situ process, no

subsidence mitigation or control plans have been developed or included in this application.

3.12.1 EROSION CONTROL PRACTICES

The potential for erosion and potential movement of sediments into drainages may occur

during construction and reclamation activities associated with processing facilities and

wellfields. Berms and contouring will be utilized when and where possible, to minimize

potential erosion and sediment movement. Seeding of reclaimed areas with the final seed

mix will take place during the first appropriate growing season, spring or fall, after

completion of a project as described in Section 3.5 of the Reclamation Plan. Disturbed

areas that will not be reclaimed immediately and temporary structures such as berms will

be seeded with the temporary seed mixture list in Table 3-1 of the Reclamation Plan,
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Section 3.5 at a seeding rate of 14 pounds pure live seed per acre per species during the

first appropriate growing season, spring or fall, following disturbance.

Surface water runoff should not be affected by the presence of any surface facilities

including the wellfields and associated structures, access roads, office and maintenance

buildings, pipelines, and processing facilities (both main and satellite facilities). In the

event that surface runoff flows are impeded by any facilities, culverts and diversion ditches

will be implemented to control the runoff and prevent excessive erosion. If the surface

runoff is concentrated in an area, measures such as energy dissipaters will be used to slow

the flow of the runoff so that erosion and sediment transport are minimized in the runoff.

Any hydrologic control structure (culverts, diversion ditches, energy dissipaters) that may

need to be implemented will be installed in accordance with WDEQ-LQD Chapter 3 Non-

Coal Regulations and WDEQ-WQD WYPDES requirements.

Impacts to ephemeral drainages may occur with some of the mining activities such as

weilfield operations or the construction of access roads. To avoid impacts to the drainages,

existing roads within the project area will be utilized. If an ephemeral drainage may be

impacted by the roads or wellfield operations, appropriate measures will be taken to

minimize the impact to the ephemeral drainage including the prevention of erosion and

sediment movement into the drainage.

Access road construction will be minimized by using existing roads within the project area.

When new roads are needed, design and construction practices will incorporate such

parameters as drainages, elevations contours, location with regard to weather conditions,

and land rights to ensure the least amount of impact. If a new road has to cross an

ephemeral drainage, efforts will be made to cross the drainage at right angles to minimize

erosion with the appropriate sized culverts installed. In the event that a drainage has to be

crossed, but cannot be crossed at a right angle or along elevation contours, appropriate

measures for erosion control will be examined and implemented.

Wellfield construction activities will result in some short term or temporary effects on

erosion. The ongoing drilling, well development, pipeline construction, header house

construction, lateral pipeline placement, and access road construction activities will
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incorporate erosion protection measures based on the conditions where construction

activities are taking place. Protection measures that may be used are: grading and

contouring, placement of hay bales, culvert installation, sedimentation breaks, or

placement of water contour bars.

In areas where steep grades are encountered during construction activities, re-seeding of

the disturbed area will take place along with the erosion protection measures mentioned in

the previous paragraph. The seeding of disturbed area that are not reclaimed immediately

will be seeded with the temporary seed mixture found in Table 3-1 of the Reclamation Plan,

Section 3.5 at a rate of 14 pounds pure live seed per acre per species of wheatgrass during

the first appropriate growing season, spring or fall, following disturbance.

Wells that are constructed in any ephemeral drainage will use the appropriate erosion

protection controls to minimize the impact to the drainage. Protection controls that could

be used, but not limited to, are: grading and contouring, placement of hay bales, culvert

installation, placement of water contour bars, and designated traffic routes. The drainage

bottoms will be restricted to the work activities that are needed to construct and maintain

the wells. If the wells are placed in a location in the drainage where runoff has the

potential to impact the well, measures will be taken to protect the well and well head as

described in Section 3.7.1. Barriers surrounding the well such as cement blocks, protective

steel casing around the well heads, or other measures to protect the wells from damage will

be utilized.
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The process bleed and wash down water will be transferred to a deep disposal well. This deep

disposal well will be equivalent in design and depth to existing deep disposal wells at similar ISR

uramium recovery sites. This deep disposal well will be permitted through the WDEQ and

operated according to permit requirements.

The restoration water will be treated by reverse osmosis or other purification technology. The

treated restoration water will be re-injected into the production area undergoing restoration with

the restoration water bleed transferred to the deep disposal well.

3.13.2.2 Solid Wastes

Solid wastes will normally consist of spent resin, empty packaging, miscellaneous pipes and

fittings, tank sediments, and domestic trash. These materials will be classified as contaminated

or noncontaminated based on their radiological characteristics.

3.13.2.2.1 Noncontaminated Solid Waste

Noncontaminated solid waste is waste which is not contaminated with radioactive material or

which can be decontaminated and re-classified as noncontaminated waste. This type of waste

may include trash, piping, valves, instrumentation, equipment and any other items which are not

contaminated or which may be successfully decontaminated. Noncontaminated solid waste will

be collected on the site in designated areas and disposed of in the nearest permitted sanitary

landfill. No onsite landfill disposal will be available. Non-contaminated waste is stored in

dumpsters located at the CPP, and may be located in welifields under development.

It is estimated that the site will produce approximately 700 to 1,000 cubic yards of

noncontaminated solid waste per year. This estimate is based on the waste generation rates of

similar in-situ uranium recovery facilities.

Revised November 2015 
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3.20.2.2 Solid Wastes

Solid wastes will nonmally consist of spent resin, empty packaging, miscellaneous pipes and

fittings, tank sediments, and domestic trash. These materials will be classified as contaminated

or noncontaminated based on their radiological characteristics.

3.20.2.2.1 Noncontaminated Solid Waste

Noncontaminated solid waste is waste that is not contaminated with radioactive material or

which can be decontaminated and re-classified as noncontaminated waste. This type. of waste

may include trash, piping, valves, instrumentation, equipment and any other items that are not

contaminated or which may be successfully decontaminated. Noncontaminated solid waste will

be collected on the site in designated areas and disposed of in the nearest permitted sanitary

landfill. No onsite landfill disposal will be available. Non-contaminated waste is stored in

dumpsters located at the CPP, and may be located in wellfields under development.

It is estimated that the site will produce approximately 700 to 1,000 cubic yards of

noncontaminated solid waste per year. This estimate is based on the waste generation rates of

similar in situ uranium recovery facilities.

3.20.2.2.2 Contaminated Solid Waste

Contaminated solid waste consists of solid waste contaminated with radioactive material that

cannot be decontaminated. This waste will be classified as 11 .e (2) byproduct material. This

byproduct material will consist of filters, personal protective equipment, spent resin, piping, etc.

These materials will be temporarily stored on site and periodically transported for disposal.

Uranerz will establish an agreement for disposal of this waste as 11 .e (2) byproduct material in a

licensed waste disposal site or licensed mill tailings facility.

Revised November 201S 
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1.6 WELL ABANDONMENT

When the groundwater has been adequately restored and determined stable by the regulatory

agencies, surface reclamation and well abandonment will begin. All production, injection,

monitor wells, and drill holes will be abandoned in accordance with WS-35-l11-404 and

Chapters 8 and 11 of the WDEQ-LQD Non-Coal Rules and Regulations to prevent adverse

impacts to groundwater quality or quantity, and to ensure the safety of people, livestock, wildlife,

and machinery in the area.

Wells will be abandoned using the following procedure:

1. All pumps and piping will be removed from wells.

2. All wells are plugged from total depth to within 5 ft of the collar with a well

abandonment plugging gel formulated for well abandonment and mixed in the

recommended proportion of 10 to 20 lbs per barrel of water, to yield an abandonment

fluid with a 10 minute gel strength of at least 20 lbs/l00 sq ft and a filtrate volume not to

exceed 13.5 cc. The wells will be abandoned using a neat cement slurry or a high-solids

bentonite grout (i.e., a minimum of 20% solids or 50# of bentonite in 23 gallons of

water).

3. The casing is cut off at least two feet below the ground surface. Abandonment fluid is

used to fill the void to the top of the cut-off casing.

4. A cement plug will be placed at the top of the abandoned well casing. The area is

back~filled, smoothed, leveled, and reseeded to blend with the natural terrain.

Any deviation from the above procedure will be approved in advanced by the NRC and WDEQ.

1.7 GROUJNDWATER RESTORATION SCHEDULE

The Nichols Ranch, Jane Dough, and the Hank Units will each be divided into two production

areas each. Nichols Ranch NR Production Area #1 will start at the northern part of the

Nichols Ranch Unit in Sections 7 and 8, T43N, R76W, and follow the ore zone to the southeast

portion of the permit boundary in Section 17, T43N, R76W. Nichols Ranch NR Production

Area #2 will begin at the northern part of the Nichols Ranch Unit
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in Section 18, T43W, R76W, and follow the ore zone to the southwest portion of the permit

boundary in Section 17, T43N, R76W. Figure 3-9 of the Mine Plan depicts the planned

weilfield and production areas on the Nichols Ranch Unit.

Jane Dough J-D Production Area #1 will start at the northern part of the Jane Dough Unit

in Section 20, T43N, R76W, and follow the ore zone to the southeast portion of the permit

boundary in Section 29, T43N, 76W. JD Production Area l#2 will begin at the northern

part of the Jane Dough Unit in Section 21, T43N, R76W, and follow the ore zone to the

southwest portion of the permit boundary in Section 28, T43N, R76W. Figure 3-9A of the

Mine Plan depicts the planned wellfield and production areas on the Jane Dough Unit.

Hank Production Area #1 will begin in the northern portion of Section 31, T44N, R75W.

Mining will be from north to south and end in Section 31 N1/2S1/2, T44N, R75W.

Hank Production Area #2 will begin were the Hank Production Area #1 ends and continue to the

south, ending in the southern portion of the permit boundary. Figure 3-10 of the Mine Plan

depicts the welifields and production areas of the Hank Unit.

Estimated groundwater restoration time for each of the production areas is demonstrated in

Figure 3-11 of the Mine Plan. The actual groundwater restoration schedule will depend on such

items as timing of receiving permits and licenses, actual production results, and actual restoration

of the groundwater in a production area. Water balance calculations of each unit water

requirements for production and restoration are described in Section 3.3.7 of the Mine Plan

of this permit application. The water balance calculations are used to determine the

estimated groundwater restoration schedule.

Revised Noveni ber 2015 
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3.3 TOPSOIL HANDLING AND EROSION CONTROL PRACTICES

Topsoil handling and erosion control practices vary little between operations and

reclamation activities. The intent is preserving topsoil and preventing erosion and

sedimentation during those activities. Refer to the Mine Plan Section 3.12 Topsoil

Handling and Replacement for the discussion on how topsoil is managed during operations

as well as reclamation activities. Erosion controls needed during reclamation activities

associated with processing facilities and wellfields will be performed as described in the

Mine Plan, Section 3.12.1 Erosion Control Practices.
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3.4 FINAL CONTOURING

Because of the nature of solution mining, very little, if any, construction activities will take place

which would require any major contouring during reclamation. Any surface disturbances that do

occur will be contoured to blend in with the natural terrain. No final contour map has been

included since no significant changes in the topography will result from the proposed mining

operation.

3.5 Intentionally Left Blank for Future Use
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Intentionally Left Blank for Future Use
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Uranerz Energy Corporation(an Energy Fuels Company)
'?,-.//.!•)•1701 East "E" Street
( "--aJ/•/Casper, WY 82605

•JFAJ£N.RGYU 307-265-8900
www.energyfuels.com

M\r. Dorran Lamer
Department of Environmental Quality - Land Quality Division
2100 West 5 th Street
Sheridan, WY 82801

Re: Basis for Continuing Using topsoil salvage practices

The following is a copy of the chronology and inspection reports evidencing Uranerz compliance
with and success of topsoil management using the 6-inch salvage practice. A copy of each inspection
report listed is attached for reference. 2014 and 2015 inspection reports have been included in the
chronology along with copies of the reports.

*DN Inspections
o April 16, 2008 (LQD Representatives: Mark Taylor, Stacy Page, Don Crecelius, Mark

Rogaczewski). All reclaimed drill sites and access routes blended nicely with the
surrounding topography. Based upon findings of this inspection it appears Uranerz is
following procedures to ensure full compliance with WS 35-11-404.

o July 10, 2008 (LQD Representative: Mark Taylor) Most of reclaimed drill sites and
access routes blended nicely with the surrounding topography. Final contouring and
reseeding is necessary on many newer drill sites. Based upon findings of this inspection it
appears Uranerz is following procedures to ensure full compliance with WS 35-11-404.
Photo No. 6 shows line of reclaimed drillsites on the Nichols Ranch property. All of the
sites were said to be nicely re-vegetated and contoured.

o October 29, 2008 (LQD Representatives: Mark Taylor, Stacy Page, Don Crecelius, Kurt
King) Photo No. 2 All drill sites at photo location were nicely recontoured. Photo No. 3
shows a row of four reclaimed Uranerz drill sites. Site conditions found on these drill
sites typifies conditions found at most of the sites to date.

o November 10, 2009 (LQD Representative: Mark Taylor) Most of reclaimed drill sites and
access routes blended nicely with the surrounding topography. Final contouring and
reseeding is necessary some of the newer drill sites. Based upon findings of this
inspection it appears Uranerz is following procedures to ensure full compliance with WS
35-11-404.

oJuly 20, 2011 (LQD Representative: Mark Taylor) Uranerz had req'd 767 drill holes from
2008-2009 be signed off as fully reclaimed and re-vegetated. The 2008-2009 drill sites
examined were found to be adequately recontoured and revegetated
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Uranerz Energy Corporation
(an Energy Fuels Company)

7. , )•1701 East "E" Street
,i•'•/,•"g•_lCasper, WY 82605

J5. 2 EvERG YFELS 307-265-8900
www.energyfuels.com

oJune 19, 2012 (LQD Representative: Mark Taylor) All of the mud pits were backfilled
and nicely recontoured. The reclaimed drill sites blended nicely with the surrounding
topography. All of the 2008-2010 drill holes were deemed acceptable for full release of
reclamation liability. In addition, 2011 holes in the East Buck and Kermit areas were also
released.

o No 2013 DN inspection

o May 20, 2014 (LQD Representatives: Dorran Lamer, Luke McMahan, Bjarne
Kristiansen) Site grading closely matched the surrounding topography. Vegetation
appeared to match the surrounding plant life in species and density. Based on this
inspection it appears that Uranerz is in full compliance. There were many verbal
compliments by Luke and Bjarne on the thick dense growth of various sites.

o No 2015 DN inspection

aPermit Insp~ections
o 8/31/2011 (LQD Representative: Glenn Mooney, Kris Thompson) The operation was

found to be in compliance.

o 11/17/11 (LQD Representative: Glenn Mooney) The operation was found to be in
compliance.

o 12/11/2012 (LQD Representative: Miles Bennett, Mark( Taylor, Mike Plough) The
operation at the time of the inspection was in compliance with applicable rules and
regulations. Uranerz has done a first class job at the Nichol's Ranch Unit. Keep up the
good work!

o12/12/2012 Mark Rogaczewski emailed Mike Thomas that D3 staff were very impressed
with the level of attention URZ staff and consultants have taken to ensure environmental
requirements are being met as the facilities and wellfield are installed.

o 7/18/2013 (LQD Representative: Mark( Taylor, Miles Bennett, Luke McMahon, Barb Said,
Jessica Barnes) LQD/WQD joint visit. WQD SWPPP inspection found no issues

o 10/9/13 (LQD Representative: Mark Taylor, Miles Bennett, Luke McMahon) This
operation was very clean and all things were in order.
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.•/-• •1701 East "E" Street
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111•,• ENERGYFUELS 307-265-8900

o4/29/15 (LQD Representative: Dorran Lamer) This was the 2013-20 14 Annual Inspection.
Three items were noted by LQD and maintenance was requested. Item 1 a temporary
staging area needed to be removed and reclaimed, Item 2 rutting in a drainage near a few
wells, and Item 3 Topsoil stockpile designations. Otherwise no erosion control issues
were noted and LQD did note that Uranerz is proactive to limiting travel corridors on
unstripped areas and stripping areas in which impacts from disturbance could be viewed as
detrimental. Uranerz responded to this LQD inspection under coverletters dated May 8,
2014 and July 21, 2015.
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INSPE'CTION REPORT

:COMPANY: UranerzE~nergy Corporation, 336DN

DATE"OF INSPECTION-:

COMPANY REPRESENTATIVES:

LQD REPRESENTATIVES:,

.April: 16, 2008

None

Mark Taiylor
Stacy Page
Don Crecelius
Mark Rogaczewski

:FIELD CONDITIONSi: Cold,, Snow-covered andl Surrey

The purpoose of our trip was ;to examrine Uranerz drilling/reclamation activity on: the! HarikClaim :Area (Section 31, T.44N., R.75 W.) located in Campbell County, Wyoming.

Results of the inspection were as folloWs:

We found no :evidence of artesian flows•,subsidence,: or other conditions which wouldl
have suggested~inadequate abandonmenit. All drill sites appeared to have been properly
abandoned and sealed. All reclaimed drill sites: and access routes~blended nicely with the
surrounding topography (see photos attached).

Conclusion

Based upon finidi~ngs of thisg inspection it appears Uranerz is follo0wing, proceduresio:
ensure ftilf compliance withi W.!S. §35-11-404.

:atahments

cc: Chey~enne File x/attacth.

336DNI1R.4 16_2008

336DN ,4/16/2008



•oto No. 1: Shows two reclaimed drillsites in background.

Photo No. 2: Shows reclaimed drilisite (located immediately to the left of the
people) with a row of drillsites in the background. Note the west flank of North
Middle Butte in the background right.

336DN 4/16/2008
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ws overview of two reclaimedPhoto No. 4: Looks nl(
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336DN 4/16/2008
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INSPECTION REPORT

COMPANY: Uranerz Energy Corporation, 336DN

DATE OF INSPECTION:

COMPANY REPRESENTATIVES:

LQD REPRESENTATIVE:

FIELD CONDITIONS:

July 10, 2008

Mike Thomas
Bruce Larsen
Don Tarmmell

Mark Taylor

Sunny, Warm and Dry

The purpose of our trip was to examine Uranerz drilling/reclamation activity on the West
North Butte, Nichols Ranch, Doughstick and Collins Draw properties within the Pumpkin Buttes

Mining District of Campbell County, Wyoming.

Results of the inspection were as follows:

I found no evidence of artesian flows, subsidence, or" other conditions which would have

suggested inadequate abandonment. All drill sites appeared to have been properly abandoned

and sealed. Most of reclaimed drill sites and access routes blended nicely with the surrounding

topography. Final contouring and reseeding is necessary on many of the newer drillsites.

Conclusion

Based upon findings of this inspection it appears Uranerz is following procedures to

ensure full compliance with W.S. §35-1 1-404.

intl

attachments

cc: Cheyenne File w/attach.

336DNIR 7 10 2008

336DN 7/11012008



PhOto No. l: Shows Uranerz's ongoing uranium exploration drilling operations near the
southeast side of the North Butte (background). Photo shows a typical drill location

setup. The drill rig is owned by N.R. Bideau Drilling (Casper,WY) and the front-end

loader is owned and operated by

Photo No. 2: Shows a close-up view of the drilling operation shown in Photo No.1.
Note topsoil stockpile (right) which was salvaged from the mudpit (center) and the

mudpit spoil stockpile (left). Drill cuttings (left-foreground) used by the site

geologist are stacked between the topsoil and spoil stockpiles.

336DN 7110/2008
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Photo No. 4: Snows the partaially reclaimed west Nortn BUtte ctrillsite U45 19 UUU(drillhole in located at metal washer shown mid-foreground). Final contouring and
reseeding remains to be completed. Note North Middle Butte (left) in background.

336DN 7/1012008



Photo No. 5: Shows close-up view of drillhole U45 19 008.

Photo No. 6: Looks generally southward at a line of reclaimied drillsites (dark-green
patches across the draw on the left-side of photograph) on the Nichols Ranch property.

All of these sites were nicely re-vegetated and contoured.

336DN 7/10/2008



(left) across a portion of the Nichols Ranch property.

iPnoto t•o. u: J.ooKs genera±±y enaswaro at tne row i(center-xoregrouncl to center-
background) of 1Doughstiek reclaimed drill sites (i.e., UO7D-66, U07D-72, UO7D-74 and

U07D-76) located in the SENW'• of Section 20, T.43N., R.76W.

referenced in Photo No. 8

336DN 7/10/2008



Photo No. 10: Shows close-up of drillholererncdiPooNo8

Photo No. 11: Looks northeastward along a row (dark-green patches in along center
x-axis of photograph) of Doughstick property reclaimed drillsites (i.e., U07D-16,

U07D-21, U070-43 and U07D-76) located in the SFE*SW•i of Section 21, T.43N.,

336DN 7/10/2008



Photo No. 12" Shows close-up of drillhole U370D-16 referenced in Photo No. 11

336DN 7/10/2008



Photo No. 13: Shows close-up of drillhole U70D-22 referenced in Photo No. 11

PIhoto No. 1q: LOOKS nortneasiwarci aiong a row (sparse vegetation patcnesj ot Collins
Draw property reclaimed drilisites (i.e., U307C-71, U0O7C-73, U07C-32 and U107D-74)

located in the W-NW'I of Section 1, T.42N., R.76W.

336D3N 7/10/2008



Photo No. 15: Shows close-up of drillholo U70C-74 referenced in Photo 1'o. 14

336DN 7/10/2008



Department of Environmental Quality
To protect, conserve and enhance the quality of \Wyoming's

environment for the benefit of current and future generations.

Dave Freudenthal, Governor John Corra, Director

June 11, 2009

Mr. Mike Thomas
Uranerz Energy Corporation
P.O. Box 50850
Casper, WY 82605-0850

RE: Inspection Report for Drilling Notification 378DN

Dear Mike:

E~nclosed is a copy of the above referenced report for the inspection conducted on

October 29, 2008. This report will become permanent addition to the 378DN file. Should
you identify any incorrect or misleading information please identify them in writing.

Sincerely, •

Groundwater Geologist

mntl

enclosure

cc: Don McKenzie w/enc.

378DNIRI0_29_2008 Coverj~etter

1866 SOUTH SHERIDAN AVENUE'• SHERIDAN, WY 82801
AIR, LAND AND WATER DIVISIONS



INSPECTION REPORT

COMPANY: Uranerz Energy Corporation, 378DN

DATE OF INSPECTION: October 29, 2008

COMPANY REPRESENTATIVES: Bruce Larson
Don Tramnmell
Christopher Dray

LQD REPRESENTATIVES: Stacy Page
Don Crecelius
Kurt King
Mark Taylor 4""

FIELD CONDITIONS: Sunny, Warm, and Dry

The purpose of our trip wvas to examine Uranerz Energy Corporation's (EMC) exploration drilling

and partial reclamation activity reported under Mr. Mike Thomas's letter of July 29, 2008. A total of 250

holes were drilled by Uranerz under 378DN between 1/1/2008 and 7/11/2008 on their Pumpkin Butte

Mining District properties located in southern Campbell County, Wyoming.

Results of the inspection were as follows:

We found no evidence of artesian flows, subsidence, or oth~er conditions wvhich would have

suggested inadequate drillhole abandonment. All drill holes appeared to have been properly sealed or

plugged. We were able to sound with an e-tape two drillholes (i.e., A25-03-006 and A25-03-0 12) whose

spider plug surface caps had failed upon gentle probing. At both of these holes \re found that the

abandonment sealant slurry had fallen to a depth of approximately 85 feet below the ground surface. The

two probed driliholes were re-surface capped with LQD-furnished pre-cast concrete surface caps. The

tops of numerous (approx. 60) drillholes were probed wvith a steel bar. Most holes held up to probing wvith

a steel bar, however, several spider plug surface caps failed (see Photo No. 4) or appeared to fail under

gentle probing. All drillholes were nicely labeled with a large metal washer at the ground surface (see

Photo No. 1). Excess drill cuttings should be cleaned-up and removed from some of the drillsites. All

mud pits had been backfilled and the drillsite were nicely recontoured. Some final contouring may be

needed on a handful of sites. No trash or oil spills were observed.

Conclusion

Following this inspection Uranerz was asked to examine all drillholes which were surface capped

using the small plastic spider plugs to assess their competencies. Mark Taylor opined thant all drillholes

surface capped wvith small plastic spider plugs alone will eventually fail. Uranerz was strongly

encouraged to start using pre-cast concrete surface caps for their future drillhole abandonments.

mrt/

attachments
cc: Cheyenne File wv/attach
37SDN 1R O..29.2008

378DN 10/29/2008



Photo No. 1: Shows a close-up view of the large m tal washer engraved with the

drillhole nime (i.e., A25-28-009) attached to a plastic spider plug (+1- 2-feet below

the collar of the drillhole) via an aluminum wire. All recent Uranerz drillholes have

been labeled in thir manner.

Photo No, 2: Shows drillhole A25-28-009 (yellow arrow) which was drilled on 4/28/2008
to a reported depth of 800 feet. The red arrow shows the general direction of seven

other Tjranerz drillholes along this same row. All drillsites at this location were

nicely recontotired. All of plastic spiders plug surface caps probed along this row

withstood gentle probing with a steel bar.

378DN 10/29/2008



Photo No. 3: Sho~w a row of four reclaimed U~ranerz drillsites (yellow arrows). Site

conditions found on these drilisites typifies conditions found at most the sites

drilled under 378DN to date.

Photo No 4: Shows the small plastic spider plug surface cap (yellow arrow) used on

drillhole A25-03-012 which failed under gentle probing with a steel bar.

378DN 10129/2008



Photo 1No. 6: Shows site conditions at reclaimed drillhole A25-03-004.

378DN 10/2912008



Department of Environmental Quality
To protect, conserve and enhance the quality of Wyoming's
environment for the benefit of current and future generations.

Dave Freudenthal, Governor John Corra, Director

December 29, 2009

Mr. Mike Thomas
Uranerz Energy Corporation
P.O. Box 50850
Casper, WY 82605-0850

RE: Inspection Report for Drilling Notifications 336DN & 378DN

Dear Mike:

Enclosed is a copy of the above referenced report for the inspection conducted on
November 10, 2009. This report will become permanent addition to the 336DN and 378DN files.
Should you identify any incorrect or misleading information please identify them in writing.

Sincerely,

Mark Taylor •Groundwater Project Geologist

mr/l

enclosure

cc: Don McKenzie w/enc.

336DN&378DN LRII _0_2009_Cover_Letter

1866 SOUTH SHERIDAN AVENUE . SHERIDAN, WY 82801
AIR, LAND AND WATER DIVISIONS
(307) 673-9337"* FAX (307) 672-2213



INSPECTION REPORT

COMPANY: Uranerz Energy Corporation, 336DN & 378DN

DATE OF INSPECTION:

COMPANY REPRESENTATIVES:

LQD REPRESENTATIVE:

FIELD CONDITIONS:

November 10, 2009

Christopher Dray
Bruce Larsen
Don Tarmmell

Mark Taylor

Cloudy, Cool and Dry

The purpose of our trip was to examine Uranerz drilling/reclamation activity on
properties within the Pumpkin Buttes Mining District of Campbell County, Wyoming.

Results of the inspection were as follows:

I found no evidence of artesian flows, subsidence, or other conditions which would have

suggested inadequate abandonment. All drill sites appeared to have been properly abandoned

and sealed. Most of reclaimed drill sites and access routes blended nicely with the surrounding

topography. Site "clean-up", final contouring and reseeding are necessary on some of the newer

drillsites.

Conclusion

Based upon findings of this inspection it appears Uranerz is following procedures to

ensure full compliance with W.S. §35-11-404.

mt/

attachments

ce: Cheyenne File w/attach,

336DN & 372DN IR_11_10.2009

336DN & 378DN 1111012009



Photo No. 1: Looks eastward at drilisite (drillhole shown by arrow) A27-35-001. This

drillhole was reportedly drilled on 10/16/2009 to a total depth of 720 feet and had an

artesian flow of approximately 2 to 3 gpm.

oto No. 2: Looks northwest at tdrillsi~te :illhole shown by arrow) A27-35-002.

336DN & 378DN 11/10/2009



Photo No. 3: Look southward at dri11site A37-03-00 1. This drillhole was reportedly
drilled on 8/7/2009 to a total depth of 700 feet and had an artesian flow of

approximately 3 gpm. Uranors will temove excess dried cement slurry used to plug the

drillhole from this site.

336DN & 378DN 1111012009



Photo bNo, 5: Look eastward at drillsite A37-09-00 7 . This drillhole was reportedly
drilled on 8/14/2009 to a total depth of 760 feet and had an artesian flow of

approximately 1 gpm.

Photo No. 6: Looks generally westward at the row (center-ore"'-,*
backgrornld) of reclaimed drill sites taken at drillaite A37-I0-0lB.

336DN & 378DN 11/10/2009



eastardat ri±J~L~ etilhole shown ny arrowj it

Photo No. 8: Looks generally eastward at the row (eenter-rore9S.rUw~f
background) of reclaimed drill sites taken from drillhole A36-29-2l 5 .

336DM & 378DM 11110/2009



~Department of Environmental QualityTo protect, conserve and enhance the quality of Wyoming's
environment for the benefit of current and future generations.

Matthew H. Mead, Governor John Corra, Director

August 11, 2011

Mr. Mike Thomas
Uranerz Energy Corporation
P.O. Box 50850
Casper, WY 82605-0850

RE: Inspection Report for Drilling Notifications 336DN & 378DN

Dear Mike:

Enclosed is a copy of the above referenced report for the inspection conducted
on July 20, 2011.

Uranerz should survey historical drill holes in the Little Butte area of the T-Chair Ranch to
determine the extent of improperly capped and sealed drill holes. Please let me know within the
next few weeks what remediation measures you have taken or will take to mitigate these
non-compliance abandoned drill holes.

This report will become permanent addition to the 336DN and 378DN files. Should you
identify any incorrect or misleading information please identify them in writing.

Mark Taylor
Groundwater Project Geologist

mnt/

enclosure

cc: Nancy Nutbrock w/enc.

336DN&378DNJR_08_11_2011_Cover_Letter •••

2100 West 5th Street'• SHERIDAN, WY 82801
(307) 673-9337 ° FAX (307) 672-2213



WYOMING

INSPECTION REPORT

COMPANY: Uranerz Energy Corporation, 336DN & 378DN

DATE OF INSPECTION: July 20, 2011

COMPANY REPRESENTATIVES: Bruce Larson

Christopher Dray

LQD REPRESENTATIVE: Mark Taylor~q

FIELD CONDITIONS: Sunny, Warm, and Dry

The purpose of my trip was to examine U~ranerz Energy Corporation's ongoing exploration

drilling and 2010-2011 partial reclamation activity reported under Mr. Mike Thomas's letter of January

28, 2011. In addition, U~ranerz had requested that seven hundred sixty-seven (767) drill holes from 2008

and 2009 be signed off by WDEQ as fully reclaimed and re-vegetated with no liability associated. These

holes were located in the following areas of the Pumpkin Butte Mining District:

T42N, R75W
T43N, R75W
T44N, R75W
T42N, R76W
T43N, R76W
T44N, R76W

Results of the inspection were as follows:

I found no concerns with the ongoing exploration drilling activity.

I found no evidence of artesian flows.

The 2008-2009 drillsites examined were found to be adequately recontoured and re-vegetated.

It appeared Uranerz was following procedures to ensure that all 2010-2011 drill holes and drill

sites will eventually fully comply with LQD reclamation requirements.

All holes which appeared to have been capped with a concrete surface cap remained secure when

gently probing the cap with a steel bar.

Three holes drilled in June 2008 (i.e., A25-15-014, A25-15-015 and A25-15-017) which were

capped with plastic surface caps failed under gentle probing with a steel bar. Hole A25-15-014 was

probed using an e-tape and was found to contain a standing water column between the depths of 75 feet

and 135 feet below the collar of the hole. The reported total depth of this hole is 700 feet. Hole A25-15-

017 was probed using an e-tape and was found to contain a standing water column between the depths of

76 feet to 142 feet. This reported total depth of this hole is 700 feet. These two holes were temporarily
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surface capped and Uranerz committed to return to these holes shortly to seal the standing water columns
and pernanently secure surface caps. I requested Uranerz to survey other drill holes in the nearby Little

Butte area of the T-Chair Ranch to determine the extent of improperly capped and sealed drill holes. I

asked Uranerz to let me know within the next few weeks what remediation measures they have taken or

will take to mitigate these non-compliance abandoned drill holes.

Conclusion

I do not recommend full release of the reclamation performance bond on any Uranerz drill hole

which was capped using a plastic surface cap based on conditions found during this inspection and a

previous inspection conducted on October 29, 2008.

Uranerz should survey historical drill holes in the Little Butte area of the T-Chair Ranch to

determine the extent of improperly capped and sealed drill holes. Uranerz was to let me know within the

next few weeks what remediation measures they have taken or will take to mitigate these non-compliance

abandoned drill holes.

mnt/

attachments

cc: Cheyenne File w/attach

336DN&378DNJR_07_20_2011

Photo No. 1: Looks generally southward at a fence of 2010 drill sites (arrow) taken
from drill site A45-34-031 (foreground). The northeastern slope of Indian Butte can
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be seen in the background-right.

.0 drill sites
Photo No. z: LOOKtS generally nJL U**=uwu= =•*(arrow) taken from drill site A45-34-022 (foreground).

Photo No. 3: Looks generally north-northeastward at a fence of drill sites
(arrow) taken from drill site A45-34-034 (foreground).
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Photo No. 4: Looks generally northward at a fence of drill sites (arrow) taken from

drill site A45-25-001 (foreground).

Photo No. 5: Looks generally southward at a fence of drill sites (arrow) taken from

drill site A44-30-034 (foreground).
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11 drill sites (arrow)Photo No. 6: Looks generally eastward along a Lence or zu
located along the southwest border of Sec. 30, T44N, R70W.

Photo No. 7: Looks generally northeastward at 2011 drill sites A45-25-053.
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.ill sites (arrow) taken
from drill site A35-12-017 (foreground).

Photo No. 9: Shows the surface condition of a 2008 drill hole (i.e., A25-15-014)
which was capped with a plastic surface cap prior to gently probing the cap in order

to verify its security and safety. This surface cap failed under gentle probing with

a steel bar.
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Photo No. 10: Shows drill hole A25-15-014 being probed with an e-tape water level

measuring device. Sod and soil atop the surface cap had bee evacuated by a hand

shovel and a plastic surface cap was removed. During the probing/excavation process

rock and soil was heard falling down the open hole and splashing into groundwater at

depth. Hole A25-!5-014 was probed using an e-tape and was found to contain a standing

water column between the depths of 75 feet and 135 feet below the collar of the hole.

The reported total depth of this hole is 700 feet.

tce condition drill site A36-29--
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Photo No. 12: Looks generally southeastward at drill site U36-17-239 (foreground).
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